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Canvas Prints & Metal Art 
December 12, 2022 

Canvas Prints 
Service Time:  8 Lab Days 
 

Canvas prints provide a classic method for displaying 
your photographs or artwork.  Using a 12-ink archival 
printer, your image is printed on Lexjet Sunset Reserve 
Gloss Canvas material.  If requested, your print is 
gallery wrapped around a wooden stretcher bar frame, 
ready to hang in your home or office. 
 

Canvas prints are available in several options:  
 

● Plain Canvas:  For those who want to stretch their 
own canvas, we supply your image professionally 
printed on canvas material.  The image is the size 
specified below, with two inches of extra canvas 
material around all 4 edges, ready to stretch. 
 

● Stretched Canvas:  The canvas print is stretched 
onto a wooden “stretcher bar” back-side frame 
providing a complete internally framed artwork ready to 
hang and display.  See options A and B below. 
Standard stretcher bar frames measure 11/16" deep.   
Deluxe stretcher bar frames measure 1 3/8" deep.   
 

A. Front-Printed Canvas:  Your image is printed to the 
front edges of the stretcher bar.  White canvas is visible 
on the 4 edges of the stretcher bar frame. 
 

B. Gallery Wrapped Canvas:   
We mirror your image to wrap around the 4 edges of 
the stretcher bar, providing a pleasing 3-dimensional 
appearance regardless of one’s angle of view. 
 

Canvas Prints  Standard Deluxe 

 Plain Stretched Stretched 

Image Size Canvas Canvas Canvas 
 8x10 .........................34.95 ......... 68.95 .......... 85.95 
 11x14 .......................45.95 ......... 89.95 ........ 112.95 
 16x20 .......................56.95 ....... 114.951 ....... 139.951 

 16x24 .......................68.95 ....... 138.951 ....... 175.951 

 20x24 .......................79.95 ....... 149.951 ....... 185.951 
 20x30 .......................89.95 ....... 169.951 ....... 219.951 
 24x30 .....................114.95 ....... 204.951 ....... 259.951 
 24x36 .....................149.95 ....... 239.952 ....... 299.952 
 30x40 .....................175.95 ....... 299.952 ....... 359.952 
 36x48 .....................219.95 .............  ............. 455.952 
 40x60 .....................239.95 
 

When submitting digital files for canvas prints be aware 
that large image files are needed to produce optimum 
quality.  We can print digital files from most file formats 
and application programs. 
 

1 Flat shipping surcharge of $14.00 per order is required on 
these sizes of stretched canvas prints if shipping is requested. 

2 Flat shipping surcharge of $24.00 per order is required on 
these sizes of stretched canvas prints if shipping is requested. 
 

READ THIS NOTICE:  Submitting any film, print, digital media, or images in any form 
to this firm for processing, printing, or other handling constitutes an AGREEMENT by 
you that any damage or loss by our company, subsidiary, or agents, even though by 
our negligence or other fault, will only entitle you to replacement with a like amount of 
imaging media or unexposed film and processing, if available.  The acceptance by us 
of the film, print, digital media, or images is without other warranty or liability, and 
recovery for any incidental or consequential damages is excluded.  90-day unclaimed 
orders will be considered abandoned. 

Metal Art 
Service Time:  8 Lab Days 
 

Metal Art is available in several options: 
 

● Single Panel: Single Aluminum Prints are available in 
any size up to 24x36".  If you want a permanently 
attached metal easel/hanger on the back, specify that 
when ordering.  Wall mount blocks or standoff posts 
allow the aluminum panel to float ½" from the wall. We 
also sell a variety of wrought iron easels for displaying 
aluminum prints on a desk or tabletop. 
 

4x6…..................17.95  
5x7…..................24.95  
8x10...................32.95  
8x12...................39.95  
11x14.................54.95  
12x18.................74.95  

 

● Double Panel: Double Aluminum Prints are a unique 
way to display your photos on metal.  A single aluminum 
print is floated ½" off the surface of a second, larger 
print, creating a contemporary “framing” effect. The 
background panel can be one of our stock images, your 
image, bare metal, or ¼" black acrylic.  It can also be 
displayed on an easel or with wall mounts or standoffs. 
 

...with Printed Background: 
 5x7 on 8x10............. 54.95  
 8x10 on 11x14..........74.95  
 12x18 on 16x22......199.95 

 

...with Copper Patina Printed Background: 
  8x10 on 11x14..........69.95  
  12x16 on 16x20......194.95 

 

...with Non-Printed Background: 
8x10 on 11x13 Mirrored Stainless Steel ........ 109.95 
8x10 on 11x13 Brushed Stainless Steel ........ 109.95 
8x10 on 11x13 Black Acrylic .......................... 109.95 
12x18 on 16x22 Mirrored Stainless Steel ...... 199.95 
12x18 on 16x22 Brushed Stainless Steel ...... 199.95 
12x18 on 16x22 Black Acrylic ........................ 199.95 
 

Easels, Stands & Wall Mounting Options 
 

Attached Metal Easel/Hanger 
Can be displayed on the wall or on a desk or shelf. 

 

Small (5"x7" to 8"x10") ................................... $ 4.99 
Large (10"x10" to 11"x14") .............................. $ 8.99 
 

Wall Mount Blocks 
“Floats” the metal art a half inch from the wall. 

 

Small (up to 5"x 7" Vertical) ............................. $ 7.50 
Large  ......................................................... $ 11.50 
 

Standoff Posts─Fasten Into Wall Anchors (not included) 
Polished aluminum or black posts hold the metal art or 
black acrylic background half an inch from the wall.  Use 
either 4 posts (one in each corner) or 2 posts at the top, 
with a complementary wall mount block at the bottom. 

 

 $ 8.95 per Standoff Post (Aluminum or Black color) 

16x201.................113.95 
16x241.................147.95 
20x301.................206.95 
24x302.................249.95 
24x362.................326.95 

Other sizes by quote 


